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Abstract 
The current situation of the world is very frightening during the covid 19. Many countries are stnuggling or fighting this pan adamic in their own way and preparing to take carc of thec damaged situation. National and Intemational institutions strongly affected by Pandemic. The threat of corona still does not seem to have escaped the world. Just as it affects the individual's personal life, it also affects the statc of the nation, It has also changed the behavior of nations. In this paper try to study on the topic that What exactly are these changes, what kind of changes can India make? 
In the pandemic situation, one thing has bccome Clear that what kind of Government is in which country does not matter. Whether it is a democracy or a dictatorship, any form of government has tried to make fight with Corona in a successfully way. Be it th Korea or a country like Taiwan, singapaur both countries have tried to manage the Corona in the best possible way. A counury e Taiwan overcame the Corona without a single lockdown, with only 10 deaths due to the Corona. Taiwan uscd the health systenm very effectively, using the method of segregation without using the lockdown method. In doing so, the people were provided with very good facilities. They had to keep 1% of their population in segregation, while doing so, they used technology very carefully, keeping a close eye on all those pcople who have gone beyond segregation. Thercfore, the type of governance is no longer important. It has been proved that the countries that have succeeded in controlling the corona need to have a competent health system. So how much flexibility you have given to your healthcare system in the future is going to matter It is also part of a study of how many countries managed the corona better without lockdown. Many such issues have been tried to study in this paper. 
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Introduction 

The world after Covid 19 
1) New model of healthcare system 

Many experts have confirmed that India and all over the world will face a second wave of corona. Constant lockdown cannot be the solution to covid 19 Because it has also had a bad effect on the economy. One thing you can learn from South Korea about this is that in 2019, a virus called Mars was spread in South Korea by camels. South Korea later made major changes to its healthcare system. 

Given the extent and prevalence of the covid 19, many thinkers around the world have suggested that the world could be onstructed as it was after globalization. 

2) Autstle country 
During the Covid 19 period, cach country closced its borders to another, intemational trade was closed. Emotions of intense nationalism appear to have formed in every country during this period. The total population of the United States is approximately 27 to 28 million, but the Unitcd Sates stocks twice as inany vaccines loday. In the United States today, people are not ready to be vaccinated against corona, but they are shown a variety of decoy, such as free movie tickets, free beer afler vaccination. Along with the United States, rich and westem countries have starled vaccinating children under the age of 12. Not only have the US entered into vaccine agreements with major companies, but the US behavior has been so bizarre that other countries havc stopped providing raw matcrials for vaccine production. The U.S. had also stopped supplying raw materials for the production of cove shields in India, but lifed the ban after discussions with India's national adviscr. The United States has also stopped exporting vaccines to poor countries like Africa. 

Many intenational organizations, such as the UNO, G-7 and the G-20, BRICS which were formed atcr World War second, playcda very effective role in cooperation, but after covid 19, they seem to havo changed their role. So, the question arises as to whether the liberal role of such organizatíons in the post-Covid 19 world will change. The role of the United Nations also appeared to be passive. Nations are becorning effective and internationnl organízations ure becoming inc fNeetivc, which picture was ereated in the Fint and Second World Wars. After Covid 19 there is the riuk that the world could be yot more divided and nationalistic. 
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3) China's growing influence 

China, from which the corona virus originated in Wuhan Province, does not appear to have been hit hard by the Pandemic, 

but rather China's trade or growth rate has increased. The World Health Organization (WHO) has also givena clean chit to China over 

the allegations ageinst it. China is a member of the 15 committees of the UN, so China's influence in the world will increase after the 

post-Covid. From the last few years China has cmerged as a great power competitor to the Amenica, and their superpowEr rivalry is 

now playing out in the context of the global pandemic. In the mildest of pandemic Animosity between the US and China intensified. 

Trump began to refer to Covid-19 as a "Chinese virus" in March, while his aides called it the "kung lu." American and British 

officials have repeatedly charged that China inhibited a concerted global response by withholding important information about Covid-

19. Meanwhile a narrative began to circulate widely in China that Covid-19 was brought there by members of the American military. 

(Seth- Schindler- Covid 19-china and the future of Global Development, Research on globalization, Vo-2, Dec. 2020) 

China's assertiveness in the field of global development poses a direct challenge to traditional donors, such as the US and 

UK, as well as international financial institutions such as the World Bank (Mawdslcy, 2019). China also sought to increase is 

luence around the world through mask diplomacy as well as vaccine supplics. Whencver there was criticism of the Corona 
\ausolcum spreading around the world, China respondcd aggressivcly. The Corona Grcat Depression hit China's cconomy carly on. 

But then China's economy not only recovered but also grew. As the world's cconomies continue to declinc, so docs China's economy. 

Conclusion Thus, the impact of Covid 19 on world politics will change the picture of world politics after this epidemic. International 

politics issues always divided into high and low politics. The pandemic covid-19 has transfomed public health into an area of high 

politics. Talking about intemational organizations, we can say that they have pay no effective role. 

Due to globalization, the legs of cevery country are stuck in each other. However, to some cxtent, cach country will have to 

become self-sufficient (to deal with such an epidemic). a demand that now seems to be gaining momentum in every country. 
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